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Optimum length of multirnode optical branching waveguide for

reducing its『■ode dependence

Y.Kokubun,丁 .Fuse,and K口 lga

l.Introduction

Multilnode optical branching circuits and access de―

vices are ilnportant in sophisticated optical conllnuni―

cation network syste】 ms such as subscriber systems and

local area networks. Several types of optical branch―

ing device such as lnicrolens,l fiber,2 and Waveguide3 6

devices have been reported. In particular,th9 optical

waveguide―type devices seem pronlising because of
theirinherentlow loss and the potentialfor mass fabri―

cation with good reproducibility. A main problenl,
however,is that the branching ratio at the f― uゝnCtiOn
is not always unity because ofits dependence on inode

distribution.

To elinlinate this problenl,we have proposed a new
waveguide mode scramblerintegrated with lnixing and
branching waveguides.7  we fabricated this mode
scrambler by using the electronligration technique8
and obtained a stable branching ratio.7 HoweVer,an
optilnum waveguide design to minilnize the loss and
device size has not been studied。

On the other hand, for conventional lnixing and
branching waveguides with a straight inixing region,
the optilnum design was not fully investigated either.
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In this paper,we theoretically analyze the loss and branching ratio of lnultilnode optical branching wave―

guides by using a ray tracing llnethod to obtain less lnode― dependent branching characteristics. First,a2× 2

optical nlixing and branching waveguide with a step― index prOfile are considered. It is found that an

optilnum length to achieve a low loss and stable branching ratio exists. Second,a waveguide with mOde

scrambler is investigated.  By sacrificing some amount of insertion loss,the mode dependence can be

llnlnllnlzed.

Thus there remains the possibility of obtaining stable

branching characteristics with low loss by the conven‐

tional nlixing and branching waveguide.
In this study,we investigate the branching charac‐

teristics of rnultilnode waveguides to obtain optilnum

design conditionso We have used a ray tracing tech…
nique tO analyze(1)tapered waveguides,(2)conven_
tional Hlixing and branching waveguides with straight
mixing region,and(3)waveguides with mode scram‐
blers.

‖.  Princip:e of Rav Tracing

A.  lncident Condltion

Let us consider the case when a light source is cou―
pled into a graded― index lnultinlode optical fibero Af―

ter a sufficiently long distance propagatiOn in the fiber,

the mode distribution in the fiber would reach a steady

state with a definite lnode distribution,which can be
approxilnated by a uniform mode distribution. The
output end ofthe fiberis butt― jointed to the input end

ofa 2× 2 nlultilnode rnixing and branching waveguide
with a square cross section and step― index profile as

shown in Fig。 1.

When we praect the 3-D ray trttectOry in a wave‐
guide separately onto a vertical y_Z plane and a hori―

zontal X― Z plane,respectively,only the ray propaga―
tion in the X―Z plane is concerned with the branching
characteristics since the ray propagation in the y… z
plane repeats onlythe relection between the upper and

lower claddings and has no in■ uence on branching。
Thus we consider only the pr● eCtiOn of the 3‐ D ray
trtteCtOry on the 2-DX―Z plane.

Figure 2 shows a light enlittance profile at the end Of

a GI multilnode fiber,which has a parabolic refractive―

index distribution given by Eq。 (Al)。  The position
and trend of a ray are nOrlnalized by the fiber core
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Fig.1.Pr● ectiOn from 3‐ D ray trttectOry to 2-D raytrttectOry.GI

fiber is butt― jointed to the branching waveguide with a square cross

sectlon.

Light source

Fig.2. Light enlittance profile at the end of a GI Inultilnode fiber.

radius α and by the trend of ray with critical angle θc,

respectively,which are denoted by capitalleters. For
example,the X compOnents ofposition and trend with
propagation angle θ are written by

優二■)ん anθc     ①
Allowed values of X and tt emitted from the GI iber
must always satisfy the next condition(see the Appen―

dix):

x2+文 2≦
1. (2)

Since there exist many guided modesin a multilnode
fiber,we assume that the propagation llnodes are con―

tinuous,althOugh actually they fornl a discrete set of

eigenmodes. Here we image a cone extended fronl a
point on the end of fiber and assume that the line
which is connected with this point and the center ofthe

fiber end corresponds to the X axis. In terms of the
direction along the X axis,the extension angle is re…

stricted from the condition Of inequality(2),while in
terms of the perpendicular direction to the X axis,it
does not suffer from any restriction. Therefore,the
cross section of the cone will be elliptical. Thus the

output rays are enlitted frOnl all points On the output

end of a fiber,and the a1lowed region of the beam
extends from a point P(X,η  cOnstructing an elliptical
cone as showl in Fig。 2. Since the rOys whiCh have the
same X and X and different y and y attheinputend
take the same trtteCtOry in the X― Z plane,we must
take this degeneracy into account by introducing a
weightfunction which can be derived frOm theintegra―
tion ofrays with respectto yandヱ  ThuSWehavethe
weight function using two solutions y■ 。fEq。 (Bl)as

Fig.3.  Ray prOpagation in a straight waveguide(step― index type)。

嘱め=蠣F暉え油` ③
where F(X,IXPη  iS the density ofrays.

If F(X,ス X,D is equal t0 1,which corresponds to
unifornl mode distribution like LEI), we can easily
integrate Eq。 (3):

W(Xメ )=π(1-X2_ズ 2)1/2.
(4)

Using this weight functiOn,we deal with a 3-D wave―
guide which has a square cross section。

B.  Ray Tracing of Step― lndex Waveguides

As for the prdeCted branching waveguide in Fig。 1,

we determine the position and trend ofeach ray on the
input and Output ends of the waveguide,which is di¨
vided intO straight and bent parts.

Figure 3 shows the ray propagation in a step… index
slab straight waveguideo Here we define the normal…
ized position and trend ofinput and output rays as Xj,

XJ,X。 ,and X。 ,respectively. Furtherrrlore,X′ is the

hypothetical X assunling that the ray propagates
through a distance ι along the beanl axis without re―

leCtiOn fromルhe waVeguide walls.The relatiOn of Xj,
Xj,X。 ,and Xo can be written as

塵数だ胤c,0
where[XlistheGaussiansignwhichmeanstheinteger
part Of X,and S is the saw functiOn of which the range

is fro]m-l to l asshown in Fig。 4.

Figure 5 shows a propagating rayin the waveguide at

a bent portion. Although the axis Of the waveguide is

bent, it can be assumed that only the propagation
angle is changed with the position ofthe ray remaining
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Fig.4.Saw function S(X).
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Fig。 5.  Ray propagation in a bent waveguide.

Fig.6.  Ray propagation in a tapered waveguide.

unaltered. Therefore,when we express the ray in the
coordinate of bent waveguide,we obtain the ray equa―

tions at the bend:

0                         。

NORMALIZED TAPERED ANGLE 
冊

Fig.7.  Loss vs nOrmalized tapered(branching)angle Of tapered

wavegulde。

where we do not consider the coupling loss which is
caused by the mismatch of the crOss sections between
the outputfibers and the branching waveguides. 7rhat
is,output poweris counted as the quantity ofrays with
weight functiOn given by Eq。 (4),which can reach to
the Output ends of waveguide.

l‖ .  ResLJ:ts

A.  Radiation Loss ofthe Tapered Waveguide

We silnulated the radiation loss at the y_junction
with a tapered section. It is assumed that GII fiber is

butt―jointed perpendicularly to the input surface of

the 3-lD tapered waveguide so thatthe edge ofthe fiber

core is tangent to the inner edge ofthe waveguide core.
The radiation loss is produced in the mixing taper
since the propagation angle is forced to increase as the

ray is renected.

Figure 7 shows the loss vs tapered(branching)angle
normalized by the critical angle ofthe waveguideo We
selected the critical angle θc of 10° for which the nu―

merical aperture(NoA。 )isto be o。26.The lossis～ 1.65

dB and is allnost constant in the range of O。 1_0.6。

(Most of the actual tapered angles seenl to lie in this
range。 ) This seems to be caused by the fact that the
change in the propagation angle of rays by one reflec―

tion decreases with a decrease of the tapered angle,
while the smaller tapered angle results in a longer
propagation length. Thus the total change of propa―
gation angle is allnost constant,and the loss does not

depend on the tapered angle. If the tapered angle
approaches critical angle θc,the number ofrays which
is to be radiated by an increase of a few re■ ections.

Therefore,the loss increases linearly as the norIIlalized

tapered angle exceeds O.6,asshown in the figure. Ifwe
select the critical angle to be smaller than 10° ,the
range of the applicable tapered angle is expected to be

narrow.

B.  Branching Characteristics of a 2× 2 Mixing and

Branching VVaveguide

To reduce the radiation loss in the y― junction as

mentioned above,the width ofthe nlixing waveguide is
assumed to be twice that of the branching waveguide.
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where the superscripts(― )and(+)deSignate the ray
before and after the bend,respectively,and we used
the approximation that for θsくく1

tan(θ tt θs)資 ta湖 土 tanθs.      (7)

For a tapered waveguide,we use the same idea as
mentioned above. 

′
rhe core width ofthe imput sideis

always twice that of the output side,and Xι is defined

silnilarly for a straight waveguide,as shown in Fig。 6.

Since the propagation angle of a ray increases by ta―
pered angle θι whenever it is renected from a wave…
guide wall,we obtain

i:駒 ∬

¨ い
③

where sgn(X)expreSSes the sign of X.

C. Estimation of Branching Charactenstics

e謝1欝1撃厳∫露:瓢T鮒:1:器靴∫l謂:『

In our silnulation,both the position and trend are

基    擬穐II尋:柵Xl

鱗掛鎧露掛盤驀:都轟釘
two output powersI′ and4,and radiationpower4α d as

Rb=Iι/1"                      (9)
α〓みαd/1ι =-10 1og[(4+」′)/ftlldBI,      (10)
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Fig.9.  Branching characteristics against normalized llnixing length

(2× 2 1nixing and branching waveguide with a straight waveguide):

(a)CalCulation;(b)ι max,ι min,ι o and zttR are defined in this figure.

We traced some ray trtteCtOries in a 2× 2m破 ing and
branching waveguide with a conventional straight
waveguide and investigated the branching characteris―

tics of this type of waveguide.

Figure 8 shows these ray trttectOries that are pro―
jected on the X― Z planeo The branching angle is 4°

,

and the nlixing length norlnalized by halfofthe nlixing

core width is 21,a nonlinal value,and N.A.is assumed
to be O.26. The scale of longitudinal direction is re―

duced to O.3 of that of the transverse directiono lt is

seen that the rays enlitted frorrl the GI fiber,which
have the nor】malized input position X and trend X

Fig.8.Ray trttectories in 2× 2 mixing and

branching waveguide with a straight waveguide

(prttected on the X― Z plane).
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Fig.10.  ιmax,ιmin,and ιopt VS nOrmalized branching angle.

satisfying the condition given by Eq。 (2),are distribut―

ed in two output ports.

Figure 9 shows the branching ratio and loss vs the
normalized length of the nlixing waveguide. It is seen

that the branching ratio and radiation 10ss depend On

waveguide parameters such as nlixing length and
branching angleo We define the fluctuation of the
branching ratio as土 △R asshown in Fig.9(b)。  ιmin and
ιmax are the rrlinilnum and maxilnum values of the
normalized nlixing length in the region 2AR,respec¨
tively,and ιo represents the first length we can obtain
with a l:l branching ratioo Although the values ofι ois

～16,independent of the branching angle,the loss is
not nlinilnum at this valueo  We hence define the
Optilnunl value of normalized mixing length as ιopt by
which one can obtain a minilnun■ loss in the region

2AR. Figure 10 shows the variations of ιmin,ιmax,and
;。pt vs the norIIlalized branching angle. Atthe branch―
ing angle of 4° ,the tolerance of normalized Πlixing
length(which is halfofthe difference between ιmax and
ιmin)is larger than that at an angle of l-3° 。  The
smaller the branching angle is,the longer the device
size is. Thus we deterrrline the optilnum branching
angle as 4° . To obtain a l:l stable branching ratio and

nlinilnum loss,the normalized Hlixing length is to be

19。 4 fronl Fig。 9(a)when the branching angle is 4° .

Itis desirable thatthe branching ratio not vary when

we change the input conditions,such as position or
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Structure of the 2× 2 branching waveguide with a mOde

scralnbler.

NORMALIZED INPUT POSl丁 :ON

Fig。 11.  Branching characteristics against input position(2 × 2

■lixing and branching waveguide with a straight waveguide).

angle ofinput fiber. Therefore,for several waveguide
parameters including ιopt and ι。, we silnulated the
branching characteristic vs norrrlalized input position

(Fig。 11). The branching ratio is stable over allinput
positions at the optilnunl value。

C.Branching Charactettstic of a Mode Scrannbler

To obtain optilnunl design conditions for our wave―
guide nlode scrambler,we also investigated the depen―

dence of the waveguide parameter on the branching
characterisitcs by the same ray tracing technique.
This lnode scrambler consists of builtin zigzag wave―
guides connected alternately with a small bend angle

as shown in Fig。 12. It reduces the branching ratio's

dependence on mode distribution by converting modes
at portions of the scrambling bend。

Figure 13 shows the branching ratio and loss vs bend

numbero We selected a branching angle of 4° ,a bend
angle of 2° ,an NoA.of O.26,and a pitch of 12,which is
the normalized periodic length of a mode scrambler.
The branching ratio has severe nuctuations dependent
on bend number iイ and approaches l:l although the
loss increases slightly when M becomes large. For a
small bend number,the branching characteristic is
asynllnetric between the rightinput case and leftinput

case because of the asynllnetric structure of the mode

scrambler as shown in Fig。 12. To obtain l:l stable

branching ratio,the lniniinum number of scrambling
bends should be ll with AR equalto± 5%,resulting in

<1.O dB ofinsertion loss.

Utilizing the asynllnetric branching characteristics,
furtherIIlore,there is an ample possibility ofrealizing a

new optical device in which the output power fronl a
particular port is always higher compared with the
other ports.

:V. Conc:usion

We have numerically analyzed the radiation loss at
the y¨junction and branching characteristics ofa 2× 2

multilnode rnixing and branching waveguide by using
a ray tracing lnethodo The silnulated waveguide has a

3-D structure with a square cross section,and its re¨

fractive― index profile is of a step― index type. The

BEND NUMBER M
Fig. 13.  Branching characteristics against bend number(2 × 2
Πlixing and branching waveguide with a lnode scrambler).

waveguideis assumed to be illunlinated by a uniformly
excited graded―index lnultilnOde fiber。

As a result,we have found that the branching ratio
depends on the waveguide parameter,and there exists
suitable length in a conventional straightllrlixing wave―

guide for the purpose ofreducing the radiation loss at a
y_junction to which much attentiOn has not been paid.

We have also obtained a requirement of a waveguide
mode scrambler for l:l branching,which results in less

mode dependence by sacrificing an insertion loss Of
～1.OdB。

The ray tracing technique used here for a step― index
waveguide could be extended to the analysis Ofgraded―

index― type waveguides.
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Appendix A: Derivation of lnequa1ly(2)

We consider the ray traJectory in a cylindrical dis―

tributed index waveguide such as GII fiber,whose re¨

fractive― index distribution is given by

屁2(r)=22(0)[1-(gr)21, (Al)

where r[=(κ )2+y2)1/21 is the radial distance from the
center,and g is a focusing constant. Treating the χ
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Fig。 14.  Cross section of the elliptical cone.

component for sinlplicity r and using the ray equation,

the position χ and angle θ ofthe ray at distance z from

the input end can be written as fo1lows:

[二域乱

'I省

t諧|' m
where χjis the position,and χJ=tanθjis theルrend Ofthe
ray attheinput endo We norlmalize χ and χ to the core

radius and the trend of the critical angular ray as

膵寧影1載胤), m
where we used next approxilnation for paraxial rays,

αg=sinθ max tt tanθ max。           (A4)

Froln Eq。 (A3),we can Obtain

X〓 マ
IX′

+Xj2 cos(gz― α),

X=―マ
「
X′ +X′ Sin(gZ― α),     (A5)

α=COS~1(X:/マ
′
XJ2+χ′).

Thus the a1lowed propagation ray in GII fiber is ob―

tained from the condition

x2+文2=x′ +文 j2≦ 1.       (A6)

Appendix B:  Derivation of the E‖ iptica:Equation

We show in Fig。 14 the cross section of the elliptical

cone which is extended from the point C(X,1つ and
described on the X― y planeo This elliptical equation,

肝じ盤lttξ露出誕守∬VITttm∬
geometrically as

(f_ノ )文
2+(1_x2)″ +2Xyxy+X2+ノ _1〓

o。 (Bl)

Thus we obtain a quadratic equation with respectto｀ み

(1_x2)″ +2XyxY+X2(1_′ )+文2+ノ _1=o。 (B2)
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